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1. Introduction

A new, abundant, and high-grade polymetallic source of metals
for the clean-energy transition could come on-stream in the next
few years. The International Seabed Authority (ISA), established
pursuant to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS), has awarded over a dozen exploration contracts for the
collection of deep-sea polymetallic nodules from the Clarion Clip-
perton Zone (CCZ) and is now poised to adopt regulations for
commercial exploitation (ISA, 2019). The potential commencement
of deep-sea mining (DSM) of nodules has beenmet with opposition
fromGreenpeace and other NGOs concerned about biodiversity loss
and ecosystem and carbon-cycle disruptions in the ocean
(Greenpeace, 2019). To date, this DSM debate has narrowly focused
on ocean impacts from the nodule-collection phase, whereas direct
and indirect planetary-scale impacts and full life cycle impacts of
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production including onshore processing have been largely absent
from consideration. Nor have the impacts of nodule collection been
compared to current practice: using conventional metal-bearing
ores on land to supply primary metal demand. In the short-to-
medium term, the bulk of new metal demand resulting from a
metal-intensive clean-energy transition, population growth, and
development will not be compressible, nor can this demand be
supplied by recycling efforts alone (Hund et al., 2020). Until suffi-
cient metal stocks are built up in the global system, a primarymetal
source is required to meet the new demand. Which primary metal
source would create the least damage to the planet and its people:
land ores or deep-sea polymetallic nodules? A comparative life
cycle assessment (LCA) grounded in a planetary perspective is
needed to answer this question and to help inform discourse on the
consequences of entering the deep sea.

This paper begins to address these gaps. It follows established
LCA methods to extend the current analysis of metal production to
the CCZ nodule resource. LCA is a widely used, ISO-based scientific
methodology for assessing comparative environmental impacts. It
considers the direct and indirect contributions from materials,
energy, transport, and other process inputs to compute an aggre-
gate impact for a number of standardized indicators. Taking the
consumption unit as a given so that any behavioral shifts,
crowding-out effects, or policy externalities are isolated from study
(Yang, 2017), a “cradle-to-gate” (from resource to refined metal)
LCA enables a direct, apples-to-apples impact comparison of pro-
ducing the same material from two different sources. Given the
urgency of the climate crisis, this paper quantifies impacts on
climate change: it shares the results of the first cradle-to-gate LCA
of metal production from polymetallic nodules with a focus on
global warming potential (GWP) and carbon-sequestration cycle
impacts, and compares them to land-ore mining.

Several types of metal-bearing deposits have been explored in
the deep seadseafloor massive sulfides, cobalt crusts, seabed
sediments, and polymetallic nodulesdeach with a unique envi-
ronmental and economic footprint. Polymetallic nodules are of
particular interest because they (1) occur in or on soft seabed
sediment, unattached to the ocean floor, and can be collected
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without destructive rock cutting (Secretariat of the Pacific
Community, 2013); (2) contain high-to-medium grades of four
metals in a single ore and do not contain toxic levels of heavy el-
ements (Haynes et al., 1985); (3) have metal contents serendipi-
tously aligned with the metal needs of electric vehicle (EV) battery
and assembly manufacturersdnickel, cobalt, manganese, and
copper (AMY, 2018); and (4) are present in vast enough quantities
within the surveyed CCZ to become a major source of battery
metals for the coming decades. The CCZ represents 1.5% of the
world’s abyssal plains and hosts on its surface 34 billionwet metric
tons of nodules containing 6 billion tons of manganese, 270 million
tons of nickel, 234 million tons of copper, and 46 million tons of
cobalt (Morgan, 2000). Allowing for protected areas and process
inefficiencies, if half of these nodules were collected, the total
commercial value of contained metals would be around 5 trillion
US dollars (USD), based on average long-term projected commodity
prices (AMC Consultants, 2019a).

The issue of DSM is particularly critical given present economic
and environmental circumstances. The global green transition is
pressuring supply chains of three of the nodule metals; meanwhile,
the climate crisis dictates carbon consciousness in the very con-
struction of this transition. Nickel sulfate and cobalt sulfate markets
for energy storage are expected to grow more than fifteenfold from
2018 to 2035 (CRU International, 2019), largely driven by the need
to build EV batteries. Nickel-manganese-cobalt (NMC) and other
nickel-heavy battery chemistries are projected to dominate the EV
supply chain in the coming decades (Bloomberg New Energy
Finance, 2020). A single Tesla Model 3’s 75 kWh NMC 811
lithium-ion battery cathode requires 56 kg of nickel in nickel sulfate
(NiSO4), 7 kg of cobalt in cobalt sulfate (CoSO4), and 6.6 kg of
manganese in manganese sulfate (MnSO4), along with 85 kg of
copper cathode for the harness and connectors (AMY, 2018)dor
155 kg of the four base metals found in CCZ nodules. Morgan
Stanley projects the global EV passenger fleet to reach 1 billion
units by 2047 (Morgan Stanley, 2017); 1 billion such EVs would
require 155 metric megatons (Mt) of these metals. Even if NMC’s
dominance is disrupted, other key, green-transition activi-
tiesdsuch as building the global renewable energy infra-
structuredwill still require vast amounts of the nodule metals
(Hund et al., 2020).

This enormous new metal demand must come from primary
sources (land ores or ocean minerals) and/or secondary sources
(recycling or landfills). Studies strongly suggest that secondary
sources will not suffice. With about 6 million EVs on the road
globally, not enough readily usable stocks of recycled metals exist
from which to build a billion EVs. The EV is a relatively new,
exponentially growing product with a life span of 10þ years. Even a
best-case assumption of 100% EV battery recycling cannot come
close to filling the demand gap (Hund et al., 2020). Meanwhile,
metal stocks contained in landfills are difficult to estimate and
access economically. Hence, if the green transition is to proceed, a
large new injection of primary metals extracted from the planet
seems unavoidable. Yet, nickel and cobalt mined from land ores
face great challenges in meeting this new demand, with too few
projects in the development pipelines.

Meanwhile, the remaining carbon budget of 235metric gigatons
for a 66% chance of keeping global temperatures within 1.5 �C of
pre-industrial levels (Nauels et al., 2019), or under seven years’
worth of current emission rates (IPCC, 2018), means an urgency to
minimize every gigaton of emissions of carbon dioxide and other
heat-trapping gases. The metals produced for the green transition
produce substantial life cycle emissions. The battery represents
over two-thirds of the life cycle GWP of a manufactured EV, and
about half of this is attributable to rawmaterials like battery metals
(Hausfather, 2019). The climate change benefits of transitioning to
2

greener cars will be partially undermined by producing the very
metals needed for it. Within this context, studies shedding light on
the climate change impacts of metal production, like the present
one, are urgently needed.

Further, the production of nickel sulfate has raised concerns
about its high levels of toxicity, high GWP, habitat destruction, and
biodiversity loss. Historically, nickel for battery-grade sulfate was
primarily sourced from sulfidic deposits, but as these resources
dwindled, production shifted to laterite deposits that are found in
wet, hot, tropical areas with high species richness, thereby pre-
senting a threat to biodiversity (Tardy, 1997). Today’s largest pro-
ducer of nickel, laterite-rich Indonesia, contains the world’s third-
largest rainforest area and globally ranks third in biodiversity
(Rainforest Action Network, 2020). Known factors (Table 1) will
drive the environmental and social impacts associated with metal
production, whether from land or ocean sources; some factors are
innate while others are controllable. Side-by-side land-ore and
nodule processing phases (Table 2) illustrate the differences in
impact drivers between the two sources.

Two topics are quantified and assessed in this paper: direct and
indirect emissions measured as GWP, and disruptions to carbon-
sequestration cycles. A robust body of academic and corporate
LCA research exists on the GWP impacts of land-based metal pro-
duction, including published literature on specific production
pathways or pathway groups, and standard databases like
Ecoinventda catalog of process, flow, and emissions data across
sectors, including metals, transport, energy supply, and agriculture.
Recently, Nuss and Eckelman (2014) developed LCAs for the pro-
duction of 63 different metals, augmenting Ecoinvent v2 with
updated byproduct allocations and production paths. Results are
not static as key drivers may change over time; land-ore grade,
carbon intensity of used energy, processing efficiency, electricity-
grid carbonization, and geological composition can affect the ma-
terial and energy inputs to production and the final result (Norgate
et al., 2007; van der Voet et al., 2018). In response to this dynamics
problem, researchers introduced life cycle sustainability assess-
ments (LCSAs), adding a time dimension and including up to three
sustainability pillarsdenvironmental, economic, and social
(Guinee 2016)dthereby increasing policy relevance. Recent studies
including van der Voet et al. (2018), Kuipers et al. (2018), and
Verboon (2016) used LCSAs to show that ore-grade declines may
increase the GWP of metals like nickel and copper by 12e32% by
2050, while an aggressive global electricity-grid decarbonization
could counter this trend and decrease GWP values by 4e33%. There
is little published life cycle analysis on DSM to date, making it
difficult to compare the two metal sources or validate climate
change concerns raised by DSM-opposing voices. Heinrich et al.
(2020) computed GWP for several scenarios of offshore nodule
collection and ship transport, but the study stops short of full
cradle-to-gate assessment by excluding the GWP-dominating
onshore processing steps.

For analysis of the carbon-sequestration cycle impacts, both the
release of already-sequestered carbon and reductions of future
carbon-sequestration services were considered. On a planetary
scale, terrestrial soils are the world’s second-largest carbon sink
(~2300 metric Gt), or 15 times larger than surface sediments of the
abyssal seabed (~150 metric Gt), and second only to the interme-
diate and deep ocean (~37,100 metric Gt) (World Ocean Review,
2010). On land, carbon from dead roots and trees, fallen leaves,
and other vegetation enters soil over time, and if left undisturbed
the soil sequesters this carbon over long periods (EEA, 2015). In the
ocean, sequestered carbon takes numerous forms: detritus that has
sunk through the water column accumulates on the seafloor; dis-
solved organic or inorganic carbon is contained in sediment pore
water; carbon is stored in the bodies of bacteria that decompose



Table 1
Drivers of climate change and other environmental impacts of metal production.

Factor Key questions

Biodiversity richness How many individuals and distinct species reside in the areas targeted for resource extraction or processing?
How resilient are they to disruption? Are many endemic?

Ecosystem-services integration How important are the disrupted areas for ecosystem services (provisioning, regulating, supporting,
and cultural) for humans?

Mineralogy What is the physical and chemical makeup of the ore? Are beneficiation or coal-intensive reduction needed?
Will reactions be endothermic, requiring more energy? Are large quantities of toxic elements present?

Processing plant location Is the plant close to its end market? Can industrial byproducts be recycled and used by neighboring facilities?
Can the plant be located next to running hydropower? Does the local electricity grid use renewables?

Transport requirements Are trucks used? Are materials moved over extensive distances?
Flow-sheet design Are environmentally optimized material, processing, and energy choices prioritized, and at what economic cost?
Waste production and management How much solid waste is produced? How much is toxic? How much tailings and waste rock must be managed?
Operational excellence How are tailings and waste streams managed? Is soil buried to reduce carbon release?
Mine closure and site remediation How effective are remediation techniques? What regulations are in place? How often are sites properly closed?
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detritus or that assimilate dissolved inorganic carbon, including
carbon dioxide; accumulations of methane clathrate originate from
anaerobic decomposition and are found all over the world in deep
sediments along continental shelves overlain by highly productive
surface waters, as well as in shallow waters of the Arctic and in
sediments underlying Arctic permafrost; and reservoirs of carbon
dioxide clathrate form from volcanic outgassing near active hy-
drothermal vents. Disruptions from mining land ores or collecting
nodules, and from processing and refining the materials onshore,
may cause atmospheric release of carbon that was previously
sequestered, as well as reduce future sequestration activity as long
as ecosystem conditions remain unrestored. Carbon sequestration
has been raised as a topic of potential concern with nodule
collection, though, as with GWP, little has been published on the
topic for DSM.

This paper is anchored by a demand scenario that creates a clear
side-by-side comparison of land ores versus deep-sea nodules for
producing battery metals for 1 billion EV batteries and connectors
by 2047. For land ores, an LCA baseline was developed based on
published literature and incorporating ore-grade declines, energy-
efficiency improvements, and electricity-grid decarbonization dy-
namics. For nodules, an original LCA model was created based on
in-depth, independently compiled engineering studies and pre-
liminary economic assessments for a planned nodule-collection
operation in the CCZ. GWP and carbon-sequestration cycle im-
pacts were quantified for both sources within the context of 1
billion EVs.

To the authors’ knowledge, this paper represents the first pub-
lished attempt to (1) create a cradle-to-gate LCA of metal produc-
tion from deep-sea polymetallic nodules; (2) construct a
representative LCA for the base metals necessary for an EV battery
plus copper harness and connectors, including projected supply
and demand dynamics; (3) quantify the carbon-sequestration cycle
impacts of producing metals from deep-sea polymetallic nodules;
and (4) compare the environmental impacts of producing metals
from primary land ore sources versus from deep-sea polymetallic
nodules.
2. Methods

2.1. GWP assessment methods

ISO 14040/44 guidelines are followed below to describe the
formation of LCA baselines for both land-ore and polymetallic-
nodule sources. As climate change is the focal point of this inves-
tigation, the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) indicator “GWP
100a” was analyzed firstda typical first-studied indicator in a
metal-production LCA.
3

2.1.1. LCA goal and scope
The objective of this LCA study is to assess the climate change

impacts of producing four metals needed for 1 billion EVs over the
period 2017 to 2047, in a comparative study of two metal source
typesdland ores and deep-sea polymetallic nodules. Intended
audiences include industry participants, the ISA and other policy-
makers, NGOs, environmental organizations, LCA practitioners, and
academics. The study scope is cradle to gate, enabling side-by-side
comparison of impacts from producing a kilogram (kg) of the same
refined metal. Included in the system boundary are metal extrac-
tion, transport of intermediate ore product and some individual
raw materials, hydrometallurgical or pyrometallurgical ore pro-
cessing, and metal refining (e.g., purification, electrorefining,
crystallization), along with mine and plant infrastructure and ma-
terial and energy inputs. Further details are noted in Supplemen-
tary Data. The basic unit of measure is 1 kg of metal contained in
final compound form: three base metals in battery-grade format
needed for NMC 811 batteriesdnickel sulfate, cobalt sulfate, and
manganese sulfatedand copper cathode (high-purity commodi-
tized copper) used in EV harnesses and connectors. For land ores,
following van der Voet et al. (2018), Kuipers et al. (2018), and
Verboon (2016), two supply scenarios are studied: a baseline sce-
nario, in which business-as-usual policies are followed globally
while declining ore grades worsen climate change impacts; and a
green scenario, in which massive grid decarbonization of the
background electricity mixes offers an optimistic case. For deep-sea
polymetallic nodules, one static supply scenario is used
throughout: a defined “planned project scenario” that exploits a
zero-waste processing flow-sheet design and hydropower for
onshore processing. Ore-grade dynamics are not modeled for
nodules, as their grades are estimated to be relatively consistent
across the CCZ (AMC Consultants, 2019a).
2.1.2. LCA methods
For land ores, a baseline of per kg GWP impacts of each of the

four metals in final-study-compound form was developed by
surveying published metal LCA research and databases; selecting
production paths based on relevance to battery-grade metal pro-
duction, data availability, and data recency; where necessary,
modeling additional process steps to take metal compound end
points to the correct, final-studied-compound forms (e.g., taking a
puremetal to a sulfate); andweighting the paths based on trends in
resources and production. Secondary production paths (recycling)
were excluded from study; the nature of the question at hand re-
quires inclusion of extraction, and LCA impacts of recycling would
be the same regardless of initial primary source. Separately, a
baseline of per kg GWP impacts of each metal in final-study-
compound form produced from nodules was created by collecting



Table 2
Innate and controllable process differencesdcomparison between land ores and nodules.

Land ores Deep-sea nodules

Mining stage: Exploration
� Prospecting is high risk, with no major discoveries of tier I mining assets

made over the last decade.
� Prospecting involves remote sensing of geological structures and on-site

drilling into hard rock to collect drill cores to test for composition.

� Prospecting is less risky, with several nodule deposits identified
(e.g., the CCZ, the Peru Basin, the Central Indian Ocean Basin) and
characterized as high grade and high abundance. Most of the ~20 ISA
nodule exploration contract areas would be classified as tier I deposits.

� Prospecting involves observing the seafloor using sensors mounted on
vessel hulls and/or autonomous underwater vehicles, and collection of
nodule and biological samples.

Mining stage: Development

� If the mine site is in a remote location, new infrastructure is built and
maintained (roads, bridges, power, water, miner accommodation).

� Underground mines require drilling of access shafts and tunnel networks.
� Open-pit mines require clearing forests or other vegetation and removing

topsoil to access the ore body. To build a terraced access to the ore body,
a much larger area needs to be excavated, with stripping ratios of 1e10
tons of waste rock for every ton of ore body not uncommon. If the site is
populated, communities are resettled.

� Development of a mine can take more than five years.

� Development involves building an offshore production system (surface
vessel, vertical lift system, seabed collection machines).

� Manufacture of each offshore production system can take up to two years.
This does not include initial system design phases and pilot mining systems
development, which may take three or four years. Full-scale system design
can take an additional year, though subsequent systems would be iteratively
designed on tighter timelines as learning and improvement take place, as with
any large-scale system development.

Mining stage: Ore extraction or collection

� The most common method used to excavate a metal-bearing ore body is to
drill holes into hard rock, fill them with chemical explosives, and blast.
Resulting fragments of blasted rock are then fed into a crusher and, in the
case of sulfide ores, can be chemically concentrated on-site.

� Mining disrupts tracts of land at the mining site and for connecting roads.
� Mining for base metals increasingly takes place in some of the most

biodiverse places on the planet.
� Transport is primarily by truck to remote locations.
� Particulates and harmful dust are released into the atmosphere, with noted

health risks to miners and surrounding communities.
� Substantial amounts of freshwater are drawn from lakes, streams, and

groundwater sources.
� Contamination of groundwater can result in human and wildlife illness

and death.
� Marine-water impact consists of runoff pollution, especially from

near-coastal mines, possibly harming marine animals. Deep-sea tailings
placement can also impose a major marine impact.

� Communities are impacted because mining sites may be near local
inhabitants; direct physical harm or cultural disruption may occur.
Communities can also benefit because mining can bring development
and industry to remote areas.

� Waste streams are commonly produced in large quantities from mining
and concentration, often putting communities, wildlife, and habitats at
risk locally and regionally.

� Nodules sit unattached in the top 5 cm of sediment. They are picked up by
seabed collection machines, which may direct jets of deep seawater along the
surface of the seabed to lift and channel nodules into the machine along a
curved nozzle head using the Coanda effect (the pressure-differential
effect that lifts airplanes off the ground). Nodules are separated from
entrained sediment inside the collection
machine and channeled into a vertical lift system; most separated sediment is
discharged at the back of the collector. Nodules are transported to the surface
production vessel using a vertical-lift system inside an enclosed riser pipe. Deep
seawater from nodule transport containing residual fines is reinjected at a depth
below 1000 m.

� Nodule collection removes the hard substrate of nodules. Some wildlife requires
these substrates for attachment (“nodule obligates”), and some rely on these
hard substrates for critical life functions (e.g., egg laying). The populations of
these species will be disrupted in collection areas.

� Collection machine movement and sediment discharge generate plumes
(i.e., suspended seabed sediment). As plumes resettle on the seabed, they can
smother, kill, and disrupt wildlife in the impacted area, depending on the
blanketing thickness.

� Transport is primarily by ship.
� Air impact is limited to typical ship emissions during operation.
� There is little direct freshwater impact.
� Marine-water impact includes reinjection of slightly warmed, decompressed

deep seawater with turbidity, possibly harming ocean wildlife, as well as typical
ship emissions, which include discharges into the water.

� No local communities are impacted as nodule collection takes place far from
human populations. Nodule collection can provide jobs and economic benefit,
with potential to aid developing nations who act as sponsoring states for
ISA contractors.

Mining stage: Closure and reclamation

� Mine closure is costly to implement. It is often postponed indefinitely
or not completed.

� Unrestored land further pollutes habitats, causes human illness, and
prevents future habitats from redeveloping.

� Improper disposal of mining waste causes human and animal illness
and death from acid mine drainage, toxic dusts, and groundwater pollution.

� Environmental protection measures and enforcement vary depending
on the strength of the national and local governments, particularly in
developing countries.

� Nodule collection can be stopped at short notice.
� Restoring disturbed seabed to its pre-collection state on human timescales

presents substantial scientific and logistical challenges.
� No disasters or human illness or death are caused by leaving nodule-collection

sites unrestored.
� Setting aside 30e50% of the area into preservation zones and leaving 15% of

nodule cover in collection zones will aid natural habitat restoration, but the
process will likely take a very long time and is dependent on habitat connectivity,
still under study.

� Environmental protection measures are developed in consultation with a broad
range of stakeholders and enforced by the ISA.

Processing stage

� Processing plants are usually located within trucking distance
from the mine site (especially for bulk ores that cannot be
concentrated easily at the mine site), mostly in developing
countries, and are powered by local electricity grids that often
rely on coal.

� Ores often contain toxic levels of heavy elements that need
to be removed and stored during processing. Large volumes of
processed tailings and residues from this phase require specially

� Processing plants can be located anywhere in the world with access to a
deep-water port. Site selection can be optimized for access to renewables
like hydropower.

� Nodules do not contain toxic levels of heavy elements and can be processed
with no tailings, residues, or solid waste.

� Physical footprint consists of land occupied by a processing plant, as well as road
building and maintenance.
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Table 2 (continued )

Land ores Deep-sea nodules

engineered facilities (tailings dams) and ongoing monitoring and
maintenance indefinitely into the future.

� Physical footprint consists of land occupied by a processing plant,
tailings dams, and residue storage facilities, as well as road building
and maintenance. Some processing is constrained to the mine site
while some is more distant.

� Impacts result from pyrometallurgical and/or hydrometallurgical
processing and depend on the ore. Significant pollution and waste
are generated from standard techniques.

� Impacts result from pyrometallurgical or hydrometallurgical processing.
Processing can be optimized for low waste and emissions due to nodules’
unique mineralogy and plant-location flexibility.

Refining stage

� Additional plants may need to be built for refining, with associated
extra costs for transport and land use, and powered by local electricity grids.

� Tailings and residues may be produced by this phase.
� Refinery locations attempt to be optimized for transport to market.

� Hydrometallurgical refining is co-located with processing.
Additional plants may be built for refining into other final products, with
associated extra costs, powered by local grids.

� Intermediates can be processed with no tailings or residues.
� Transport to market minimizes the use of trucks due to location near a

port for international market access.
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foreground life cycle inventory (LCI) data into a model. The
industry-standard LCA modeling tool SimaPro v9.0 was employed
to implement the model and calculate LCIA indicators (Pre
Consultants, 2020).

For land ores only, once per kg GWP impacts were calculated
statically, the two aforementioned dynamic supply scenarios were
created following the methodologies employed in the three refer-
enced land-ore LCSA studies, thus producing a 2017 to 2047 time
series of per kg impacts. Separately, combining the NMC 811 bat-
tery chemistry with Morgan Stanley’s 1 billion EV demand pro-
jections (Morgan Stanley, 2017) yielded a base-metal-demand time
series for each metal from 2017 to 2047. Integrating these metal-
specific demand time series with the metal-specific impact time
series yielded total GWP results for 1 billion EVs using land ores. For
nodules, static per kg GWP values were multiplied by total metal
quantities needed for 1 billion EVs.
2.1.3. Background LCI data
To ensure comparability, the same background LCI database was

selected for the nodules model as is employed by the majority of
land-ore baseline literature: Ecoinvent v2.2 (see version summary
in (Ecoinvent, 2020)). Note that Ecoinvent v3 contains more recent
and robust data and includes material-transport impacts natively.
However, as most of the land-ore-baseline studies utilized Ecoin-
vent v2.2 despite these studies’ recency, the v2.2 database was
selected for the nodules model by necessity. In exceptional cases of
data unavailability, Ecoinvent v3 entries were occasionally used, as
indicated in Supplementary Data.
Fig. 1. Mass-based and economic output from CCZ polymetallic nodules. Average price
projections from 2025 to 2055 estimated by CRU International are given per metal
amount contained in final-product forms (CRU International, 2019). Nodule contents
are based on analysis for NORI Area D (AMC Consultants, 2019a).
2.1.4. LCA allocation
When creating an LCA model, anytime a single processing step

results in two or more outputs, the step’s impact must be allocated.
Consistency in allocationmethod is critical for comparability as LCA
results can differ drastically depending on the choice. A breakdown
of a CCZ nodule’s main products by both mass and economic value
illustrates this difference (Fig. 1): manganese accounts for over 80%
of output by mass but only 22% by economic value; nickel accounts
for less than 4% of output by mass but a full 50% by economic value.
These differences somewhat lessen under final allocation, as any
separable subprocesses are first allocated directly or physically per
ISO 14040/44 guidelines.

Arguments for mass-based allocation include commodity price
volatility (multiyear moving averages are commonly used) and the
intuition that physical proportions are relevant. Arguments for
economic allocation include that economics are the impetus for the
activity and that a product’s price reflects its relative utility. LCA
5

allocation based on economic value is the method of choice in
metal production LCA literature; this paper follows common
practice by leading with economic allocation while also including
mass-based sensitivity analyses (Guinee et al., 2002).

2.1.5. Land-ore model and foreground LCI data
The literature comparables and production paths used to

construct the land-ore baseline are provided below and summa-
rized in Table 3. Path weights were based on geographical and
geological production trends, reserve ratios, literature review, and
practitioner judgment. LCI data and references for the land-ore
baseline along with production-path details are found in Supple-
mentary Data.

2.1.5.1. Nickel sulfate. Given their comprehensiveness, recency, and
production path relevance, van der Voet et al. (2018) and Verboon
(2016) were used for the nickel sulfate baseline. These studies
include a robust LCA and LCSA for Class 1 nickel (required quality
for battery-grade nickel sulfate) and augment an Ecoinvent starting
point with numerous literature sources and recent process data.
Two representative battery-grade nickel routes from these papers
were used: a pyrosulfidic route mined from underground, using
flotation and drying, smelting in a flash furnace, and hydrogen-
sulfide reduction (the Sherritt process) for refining, with a copper
coproduct; and a hydrolateritic route mined from an open-pit
surface mine, with no concentration or drying due to its higher
ore grade, using high pressure acid leaching and solvent extraction/
electrowinning for refining, with no coproducts.

As of 2010, around 86% of Class 1 nickel production came from
pyrosulfidic production. Laterites are gaining overall nickel market



Table 3
Land-ore baseline model production paths included.

Pathway
description

Ore type Mine type Process
type

Model
adjustments

Geographies Price data
for
allocation

Transportation
included

Infrastructure
included

Nickel sulfate

Class 1 Ni,
produced
pyrosulfidically,
converted into
sulfate

Sulfates with
Cu coproduct

Underground Pyro
Sulfate
crystallization
add-on

Variety of global
locations
aggregated by
studies cited in
references

Average
global
Ni and
Cu prices
2005e2015.
Impacts not
allocated to
PGMs or Co
because
average
coproduction
levels orders of
magnitude
lower

Transport
of intermediate
and final
products
between
mines and
plants;
transport of
specific
intermediate
consumables:
lime, sand,
cement; diesel
consumption
for mining

Mine,
processing
and refining
plants,
machines,
tailings
disposal

Class 1 Ni,
produced
hydrolateritically,
converted into
sulfate

Laterites Open pit Hydro
Sulfate
crystallization
add-on

Cobalt sulfate

Co sulfate as an
intermediate
product

CoeCu ores
(sulfides,
oxides/laterites)

Underground
and open pit

Hydro

None
Mining: DRC
(TFM Mine,
Mutanda,
Kamoto).
Processing:
DRC (TFM,
Kamoto,
Hanrui Cobalt
project).
Refined
production:
China (Tongxiang,
Quzhou plants of
Huayou Cobalt)

Average global
copper
and cobalt
prices
2007e2016

Transport of
intermediate
ore product
between mine,
processing
plants, and
refining
plants; diesel
consumption
for mining
activities

Mine,
processing
and refining
plants, mining
trucks, tailings
disposal

Co produced as
a metal, then
refined
into sulfate

Sulfate
crystallization
add-on

Manganese sulfate

99.7% EMM with
selenium via
MnO

Carbonate,
19% grade

Open pit

Hydro
(sulfuric
acid
leaching)

None; refinement
excluded

China. Mining:
Guangxi,
Yunnan Provinces.
Production:
Ningxia
Province

Direct
allocation
to manganese
assumed

Transport of
raw materials
via road,
transport of
intermediate
ore product

Buildings,
roads,
tailings
disposal

99.9% EMM
no selenium

Carbonate,
44% grade

South Africa:
Manganese
Metal Company

None None

Non-battery
grade from
MnO
concentrate

Mn oxides
Underground
(30%) and
open pit (70%)

Pyro
None; refinement
excluded

Mining data
represent
global averages
including Asia and
Australia.
Processing
data is not
geography
specific, as it is
stoichiometrically
based

Direct
allocation
to manganese
assumed

Transport of
intermediate
ore between
mine,
processing
plants, and
refining plants;
transport of
intermediate
products

Mine,
processing
and refining
plants, tailings
disposal

Non-battery
grade byproduct
of MnO2

Byproducts
both
manganese;
direct
allocation

Copper cathode

Hydro processing
of lower-grade
oxides

Oxide ores
Underground
and open pit

Hydro

None

Numerous global
locations
aggregated by
studies cited
in references

Economic
allocations
based on
economic
value of Cu,
Mo, and
other
coproducts;
see source
papers

Transport of i
ntermediate
ore product
between mine,
processing
plants,
and refining
plants

Mine,
processing
and refining
plants,
tailings
disposal

Pyro processing
of sulfides with
molybdenum
coproduct

Sulfide ores Open pit Pyro
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share, but more slowly for Class 1 nickel since the sulfidic source is
the preferable format. A weighting of 85% pyrosulfidic in 2017,
decreasing linearly to 60% by 2047, was applied. Since the literature
used assesses the impact of pure nickel, an add-on process to
produce nickel sulfate from Class 1 nickel metal was then modeled.
This add-on consisted of incremental inputs only and assumed a
6

crystallization process using sulfuric acid and natural gas. The LCI
for the add-on is included in Supplementary Data.
2.1.5.2. Cobalt sulfate. Cobalt is typically a low-volume byproduct
of nickel or copper, and published LCA data on cobalt is somewhat
limited. Ecoinvent includes an approximation based on 2000 data
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of cobalt as a nickel byproduct, and (Farjana et al., 2019) produced a
complete LCA analysis based primarily on this data. Two compre-
hensive primary data collection and LCA analyses were recently
performed: one commissioned by the Cobalt Institute (CI) (Cobalt
Institute, 2016), the other performed by Argonne National Labora-
tory (ANL) (Dai et al., 2018). Both leveraged recent literature, in-
dustry data, and company reports to compile LCIs representing
current practices of the global cobalt industry. The CI study repre-
sents 30% of global refined cobalt production in 2012, but excludes
Chinese production (60% of the global market) and does not pro-
vide granular stage data for the sulfate intermediate. The ANL study
covers the three largest ore suppliers in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC), where most of the world’s cobalt is mined, and
includes Chinese refineries. Most cobalt produced outside of China
is currently produced to final metal form, while some Chinese
producers create sulfate as an intermediate output, thus associating
a premium with sulfates if produced outside of China; ANL’s study
includes both a direct cobalt sulfate production path as an inter-
mediate, and the final cobalt metal LCI. Given its recency,
geographic coverage, and production path coverage, this study was
selected for the cobalt sulfate baseline. The paper’s LCI data was
input into SimaPro to generate the LCA results.

In the baseline, cobalt was therefore modeled as a byproduct of
copper ore, mined in the DRC, and refined by plants in China using
the Gecamines process. The anticipated exponential demand
growth of cobalt sulfate was assumed to be primarily supplied by
manufacturers making plant adjustments to output a more cost-
effective and environmentally favorable cobalt sulfate intermedi-
ate (80%), while the remainder would be supplied by cobalt metal
converted to sulfate using extra processing (20%). For the latter, a
sulfate add-on process wasmodeled, following the samemethod as
for nickel. Notably, the cobalt sulfate land-ore baseline assumed
100% hydropower for the DRC processing plants.
Fig. 2. Background electricity mixes for two LCSA land-ores supply scenarios,
2015e2050.
2.1.5.3. Manganese sulfate. Battery-grade manganese sulfate is
commonly produced from one of two routes. The easier but costlier
path is refining electrolytic manganese metal (EMM), a high-purity
manganese predominantly produced in China. The technically
harder route entails chemical refining of ore. Ecoinvent v3.5 in-
cludes two methods of making a lower-purity manganese sulfate
(Levova, 2016a, 2016b), an intermediate step in the production of
EMM and other manganese-derived materials. These data are
based on a single German plant and may serve as an extreme lower
bound, as they leave out substantial steps and material inputs
needed to produce the battery-grade product. Two EMM LCAs also
serve as conservative proxies for battery-grade sulfate. First, Peng
et al. (2012)’s preliminary LCA of EMM, which notably excludes
transport and infrastructure, highlights GWP’s dependence on ore
grade and electricity grid by comparing 99.9% purity EMM from
high-grade ores in South Africa to 99.7% purity EMM created in
China. Second and most recent, Zhang et al. (2020)’s robust LCA of
EMM covers several Chinese regions and a large proportion of
overall EMM production. Given China’s dominance in EMM pro-
duction and in battery-grade sulfate production, the Chinese EMM
datasets received greater emphasis in the LCA baseline. EMM was
assumed to represent 60% of battery-grade sulfate production, with
90% sourced from China. Non-Chinese EMM production was prox-
ied by the South Africa results, an optimistic case with cleaner
electricity and extremely high-grade manganese, while the ore
route was proxied by the conservative Ecoinvent entries for non-
refined, industrial-grade sulfate. Assuming accurate weightings,
the overall result may be an underestimate of GWP, since final
refinement material and energy inputs for battery-grade sulfate
were not included, to the varying degrees noted.
7

2.1.5.4. Copper cathode. High-purity (99.99%) copper cathode is a
typical format created by major copper-production pathways for
commoditized sales. Numerous published studies have quantified
the life cycle environmental impacts of copper, including Krauss
et al. (1999), Norgate and Rankin (2000), Norgate, (2001), Ayres
et al. (2002), Norgate and Lovel (2006), Norgate et al. (2007),
Classen (2009), Norgate and Haque (2010), and Nuss and Eckelman
(2014). Kuipers et al. (2018) more recently built on these: similarly
to Verboon (2016), they augmented the Ecoinvent database with
recent reports to produce a more up-to-date process baseline, then
extended the results with future dynamics via an LCSA using the
same United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and World
Energy Outlook (WEO) supply scenarios as van der Voet et al. (2018)
and Verboon (2016) for ore degradation and electricity-mix
changes. Given the data recency, path robustness, and alignment
to supply scenarios, Kuipers et al. (2018) was therefore deemed
most relevant for this study’s baseline.

The two copper-processing routes, modeled following Kuipers
et al. (2018), show oxides processed hydrometallurgically with a
molybdenum coproduct, and sulfides processed pyrometallurgi-
cally with an anode slime byproduct. Following Kuipers et al.’s
(2018) regression based on data from ICSG (2015), the initial path
weight for hydrometallurgical processing was assumed to be 23% in
2017, and to grow linearly, reaching 30% by 2045.

2.1.6. Mass-based sensitivity analysis for land ores
Mass-based sensitivity estimates for land-ore-based nickel sul-

fate and cobalt sulfate were taken from the source literature.
Manganese sulfate and copper were conservatively estimated to
take on the same values, based on the typical presence of no, few, or
higher-value allocated coproducts. Detailed assumptions are pro-
vided in Supplementary Data.

2.1.7. LCSA supply scenarios for land ores
The two supply scenarios defined for land ores each contain up

to three dynamic components: electricity-grid-mix shift, ore-grade
decline, and energy-efficiency improvements. Electricity-mix sce-
narios were defined based on UNEP’s Global Environmental
Outlook (GEO)-4 and the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) WEO
scenarios, matching the scenarios modeled in van der Voet et al.
(2018), Kuipers et al. (2018), and Verboon (2016). The baseline
scenario was built on UNEP GEO-4 “Markets First” with its largely
status quo economic growth policy drivers (UNEP, 2007), and
WEO’s “Current Policies” electricity-mix scenarios (IEA, 2012),
which show little renewables growth (Fig. 2). The green scenario
was built on UNEP GEO-4 “Equitability First,”with its equity-driven
global policies, coupled with the aggressive renewable-electricity
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policies of the WEO “450 Scenario” with coal-based electricity
dropping to 0% by 2050.

For both electricity-mix scenarios, the anticipated ongoing im-
pacts of nickel’s and copper’s declining ore grades were considered,
with larger volumes of waste rock and ore required for the same
final output and hence greater environmental impact, as modeled
at different steps of the value chain by van der Voet et al. (2018),
Kuipers et al. (2018), and Verboon (2016). In addition, Kuipers et al.
(2018) showed that efficiency dynamics were significant and pre-
dictable for copper, and theymathematically quantified impacts for
a subset of copper processes, based on an adaptation of the US
Department of Energy “bandwidth method” to define a practical
minimum that considers global average energy requirements, best
practice requirements, and the theoretical minimum.

For nickel and copper, the published GWP time series results
from the aforementioned sources, which incorporate electricity-
mix scenarios, ore-grade declines, and energy-efficiency dy-
namics, were reused directly. For manganese and cobalt, back-
ground LCI electricity mixes were manually adjusted in a similar
manner using SimaPro inventory outputs; the resultant GWP
impact differences scaled the baseline. Direct production of
industrial-grade manganese sulfate from Ecoinvent v3.5 (Levova,
2016b) was used as a proxy to obtain the scaling for manganese
sulfate. All ore-grade time series, electricity-mix scenarios, and
scenario results are provided in Supplementary Data.

2.1.8. Nodules model and foreground LCI data

2.1.8.1. Data sources and foreground LCI data. Although there are
currently no commercial operational paths for processing and
refining CCZ nodule metals, the inputs required for an LCA are
available from robust studies and data resulting from efforts by CCZ
contractors and the ISA. The LCA model aligns with the nodule
collection, processing, and refining systems being developed by
several ISA exploration contract holders (BGR/Germany, GSR/
Belgium, India, NORI/Nauru) and draws on a data set developed by
DeepGreen Metals and contained in the quality-controlled pre-
liminary economic assessment compiled independently by AMC
Consultants (2019b), with inputs including a technical CCZ
resource statement compliant with Canadian standard NI-43-101,
detailed engineering design artifacts, metallurgical plant design,
results of polymetallic nodule metal-extraction pilot studies, and
economic projections for the battery-grade metal formats.

The LCA model is based on a single operation collecting 4.9
metric Mt of dry nodules yearly, with product mass flows as shown
in Table 4. Price and market forecasting was performed by CRU
International. For the offshore collection model, the operating pa-
rameters, equipment, material inputs, and emissions are based on
nodule-collection system engineering by Deep Reach Technologies,
Herbert Marine Engineering, and Cellula Robotics, with transport
models by Pareto. Nodule shipping requirements are based on a
Table 4
Mass flows and values of CCZ nodule product streams for an operation processing 4.9 m
assessment for CCZ NORI Area D, independently compiled and signed off by AMC Cons
amount in final-product forms.

Mass item Annual flow

Wet nodules collected at offshore vessel 6,400,000
Dry nodules at processing facility 4,880,000
Nickel contained in sulfate 60,700
Cobalt contained in sulfate 6000
Manganese contained in Mn silicate product 1,383,000
Copper cathode 48,700
Ammonium sulfate 171,000
Converter slag 509,000
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2000-kilometer (km), one-way trip with 60,000 metric tons of
nodules cargo per trip. For the onshore processing and refining
model, the flow sheet developed by Hatch dictated thematerial and
energy inputs as well as emissions expected for each phase, which
were directly input as foreground LCI. Other emissions contribu-
tions, e.g., transport-related emissions and indirect material im-
pacts, were provided by the Ecoinvent-based background LCI. The
nodule plant location is assumed to be proximal to a port as well as
to hydropower. Through flow-sheet design choices, including ma-
terial choice and recycling of residues, no tailings, residues, or solid
waste for disposal are expected to be produced. Material inputs also
reflect chemical-processing choices designed for lower life cycle
emissions and reuse of byproducts. The complete nodules LCI is
available in Supplementary Data.

2.1.8.2. LCA model. The LCA model for polymetallic nodules was
designedwith distinct modules to match the basic phases of nodule
production: collection, processing, and refining. Included in the
system boundary are use andmaintenance of the collection system,
port usage, nodule transfer by ship, conveyor belt transfer from
port to processing plant, use of the plant, all materials and energy
inputs, and transport of a subset of material inputs. The specific end
products are nickel sulfate, cobalt sulfate, manganese sulfate
(assumed as 5% of the manganese output, since the sulfate is a
relatively small market), a 40% manganese silicate product as input
to silicomanganese (SiMn) alloy production (the remaining 95%),
and 99.9% pure copper, all located at the nodule-processing plant.
Modeled byproducts are ammonium sulfate and a zero-net-value
marketable converter slag (Table 5).

Allocation design (Fig. 3) was undertaken following ISO 14040/
44. The process was subdivided into three allocation groups: (1)
nodule collection, transport, and initial pyrometallurgical pro-
cessing; (2) coal-based reduction, in which carbon binds with ox-
ygen stoichiometrically and hence is physically allocated; and (3)
hydrometallurgical refining of a polymetallic matte. Where phys-
ical basis of allocation was not possible, impacts were then allo-
cated economically, and the mass-based allocation sensitivity was
also calculated. The converter slag is an industrial input earmarked
for sale for abrasives or road ballast, whose economic value is
assumed to be offset by transport cost, and hence it receives zero
allocation and is treated as an offsetting material credit. Final al-
locations are found in Supplementary Data. Although SiMn is not
modeled as an end point in this LCA, the allocated impacts from
producing the 40% Mn product stream are fully represented in the
per kg impact assessment of the manganese sulfate output.

2.2. Carbon sequestration impact estimation methods

2.2.1. Land ores
Mining can interact with the carbon-sequestration process
etric Mt of dry nodules yearly. Mass flows are based on the preliminary economic
ultants (2019b). Prices are projected averages from 2025 to 2055 given per metal

(metric tons) Average value (USD per metric ton)

19,926
51,007
390
7084
90
0



Table 5
Nodules model summary.

Pathway
description

Ore type Mine type Process
type

Geographies Price data for
allocation

Transportation
included

Infrastructure
included

Nickel sulfate
Nodule processing
and matte refining

Polymetallic
nodules

Deep-sea
collection

Pyrometallic
processing,
hydrometallic
refinery

CCZ collection
with North American
Pacific coastal
processing plant

Projected average
prices 2025e2055
by CRU International
of nickel and cobalt
in sulfate, copper
cathode, and
manganese in 40%
grade product

Transport of
nodules from
collector to plant
via ship and
conveyor; transport
of specific
intermediate
consumables: coal,
sulfur, sulfuric acid,
Mn sulfate refinement
materials

Production
vessel,
transport
vessels,
processing
plant,
machines

Cobalt sulfate
Nodule processing
and matte refining

40.2% manganese
silicate product

Nodule processing

Manganese sulfate
Nodule processing
and Mn crystallization

99.9% refined copper
Nodule processing
and matte refining

Ammonium sulfate
Nodule processing
and matte refining

Converter slag Nodule processing

Fig. 3. Nodule operations product flow and allocation schematic.
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through two primary mechanisms: land transformation and
pollution. First, some of the sequestered carbon is released when
forests, vegetation, and soils are removed for the mines and pro-
cessing plants. Carbon can also be released when the land is
debilitated by contamination with toxic water, dusts, and air
emissions. Second, physical damage and contamination may
impede revegetation of habitats, which reduces the future capa-
bility for the ecosystem to sequester carbon. Habitat damage may
happen through land andwater contamination, land use for tailings
dams, tailings dam collapses, and other mechanisms. The damage
to carbon sequestration caused by terrestrial mining varies bymine
type, location, size, mining methods, and local habitats and
ecosystem characteristics. The total area of damage typically far
exceeds the geographical area of the mine site as a result of water
and air pollution, construction of access infrastructure and miners’
accommodations, and other impacts of mining communities. No
estimates of the overall impact of the mining sector or impacts of
individual mines on carbon sequestration were found in published
literature. An estimate was therefore constructed of the amount of
sequestered carbon at risk of release from clearing vegetation and
soil for the land footprint of terrestrial mining.

This estimate began with a literature review to determine the
stored carbon per unit area in soil and vegetation. An average was
9

used across biomes. While stored carbon density can be highly
variable, the spectrum of land types involved in mining these four
metals includes highly biodiverse areas, particularly as noted for
nickel. Next, the land-ore LCA baseline was used to compute the
“land competition” indicator from the Institute of Environmental
Sciences (CML) LCIA standard. This is roughly representative of
terrestrial land area used to produce each kgofmetal from landores,
including both direct and indirect life cycle contributions. For nickel
and copper, these per kg land competition values were converted to
a time series incorporating ore-grade decline: the ore-grade time
series was applied, with an assumption that 40% of land-use impact
varies directly with the volume mined (inversely with grade). For
each metal, the resultant time series of per kg land use (or static
values for cobalt and manganese) was combined with the average
stored carbon estimates above, giving a time series of potential
carbon release per kg of metal produced. An additional check was
performedseparating forestedandnon-forestedbiomes. Combining
the carbon-release time series with Morgan Stanley’s metal-
demand time series yielded the total amount of sequestered car-
bon at risk from producing metals for 1 billion EVs from land ores.

Separately, the potential disruption to future carbon-sequestration
services was estimated. Open pit mines, infrastructure, roads, and
other land uses can lead to medium- or long-term disruptions of
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sequestration services, particularly when mine sites are abandoned
without remediation (millions of mines are estimated to be aban-
donedglobally). Theanalysis assessed the impactof complete removal
of sequestration services from all affected soil and vegetation for 1
billion EVs for 100 years, afterwhich time sequestration serviceswere
assumed to be fully restored.
2.2.2. Deep-sea nodules
Three different mechanisms were examined to understand the

potential release of sequestered carbon when producing metal
from nodules: seabed disruption during nodule collection, carbon
release from riser water during surface operations, and terrestrial
disruption from the land footprint including onshore processing.
First, nodule collection will temporarily suspend deep-sea sedi-
ments that store carbon. Estimating the total carbon at risk in
impacted deep-sea sediments required considering the size of the
seabed disturbed by nodule collection, the density of carbon con-
tent within the seabed sediment, and pathways for stored carbon to
physically rise to the ocean surface and enter the atmosphere. A
literature review coupled with chemical sampling data from the
NORI Area D site in the CCZ produced an estimated range of stored
carbon per disrupted area in the CCZ deep seabed. The disrupted
seabed area for 1 billion EVs was calculated using average nodule
metal densities in the CCZ. Combining these two inputs yielded an
upper limit for sequestered carbon at risk under this mechanism.
The upper limit was refined into an estimate based on the current
understanding of pathways for disturbed carbon to rise from the
deep seafloor and into the atmosphere.

The second mechanism, carbon release from riser seawater, will
be activated when the deep seawater used to lift nodules from the
deep seabed to the ocean surface is briefly exposed to air in a
decompressed setting. These large volumes of seawater are sourced
from below the carbonate compensation depth, where solid car-
bonate is dissolved into the seawater under pressure. In being
brought to the surface, the slightly warmed, depressurized
seawater is likely to be exposed to expanding compressed air inside
the riser pipe for 545 s, and to ambient surface air in the hold of the
surface-production vessel for 300 s. During these times some CO2

may be released before thewater is returned to the deep ocean. The
maximum CO2 directly exchanged with the atmosphere during that
exposurewas calculated as shown in equation (1). Allocating this to
the metal outputs and scaling to 1 billion EVs yielded the second
result for nodules.

Maximum CO2 released per year per nodules operation ¼ water
mass pumped [Mt water / year] x change in dissolved inorganic
carbon [mole CO2 / Mt water] x 0.044 kg / mole CO2 (1)

Third, while nodule collection occurs offshore, onshore pro-
cessing plants have physical land footprints which contribute first-
order impacts, and offshore energy and equipment use contributes
second-order impacts. The land competition LCIA indicator was
therefore also estimated for each nodules-based metal, then scaled
to metal quantities required for 1 billion EVs, arriving at the third
result for nodules.

Separately, the potential disruption to future carbon-
sequestration services was again estimated. Similar to the disrup-
tion of carbon-sequestration services on land, mechanisms for
sequestration-service disruption from nodule collection were
examined in the scenario whereby these services cease completely
for 100 years and resume thereafter. Nodule collection’s land-based
contribution to carbon-sequestration service disruption was then
also calculated, based on its LCIA-derived land footprint and using
the same procedure as with land ores.
10
3. Results and discussion

3.1. GWP assessment results

3.1.1. Land ores versus nodules comparison (per kg GWP)
Cradle-to-gate GWP results for the land-ore baseline and the

nodulesmodel are seen in Fig. 4. Under either allocationmethod, all
four metals generate significantly less CO2e when produced from
nodules. Of the four, higher-impact nickel sulfate and copper
represent the bulk of per EV metal mass and also show the greatest
relative per kg difference between land ores and nodules. In addi-
tion, the byproduct ammonium sulfate, commonly used as a high-
nitrogen soil fertilizer, shows a low GWP of 0.02 kg CO2e per kg, in
part due to its relatively negligible market value compared to the
metals. Nodules are thus effectively a source of near-zero-emission,
fertilizer-grade ammonium sulfate byproduct, as conventional
sources can range from 0.4 kg CO2e (Ecoinvent, 2018) to 2.0 kg CO2e
(Heil, 2018) per kg of ammonium sulfate. Under the mass-based
sensitivity analysis for nodules, ammonium sulfate’s GWP rises by
40x to 0.7 kg CO2e and manganese sulfate’s GWP rises slightly,
while the other threemetals’ emissions drop between 49% and 93%.
The lower per kg GWP of nodules is robust under both allocation
methods.

The GWP of the nodules-based 40% manganese silicate product,
an intermediate product to manganese sulfate and of high value to
SiMn producers, is estimated at 1.25 kg CO2e per kg of manganese.
As the bulk of this product is likely to be used in the production of
an alloy such as SiMn, a useful follow-on study once the LCI is
available would be to compare the GWP of the nodules-based SiMn
alloy to a land-ores-based product. A strong candidate for the latter
is the recent robust study commissioned by the International
Manganese Institute and conducted by Hatch, augmenting the
Ecoinvent and GaBi databaseswith extensive primary data to create
the first global LCA of manganese-alloy production, covering 16
producers worldwide and 18% of 2010 global manganese produc-
tion (Westfall et al., 2016; Hatch, 2014).

3.1.2. GWP breakdown by phase for nodules
To help understand the drivers behind the nodules-based GWP,

one can examine the GWP of producing metals from 1 kg of nodule
broken down by collection, processing, and refining phases (Fig. 5).
Less than 10% of GWP is due to offshore collection and transport,
including the infrastructure, fuels, and operations. These offshore
results are close to Heinrich et al.’s (2020) offshore nodules GWP
reported for the scenario based on Romboll IMS HWWI (2016),
which exploits a low-energy design reportedly in linewith industry
expectations for energy use for this scale of nodule collection. The
nodule results contrast to land ores, for which roughly half of
emissions may come from mining and concentration phases, as
illustrated in Nuss and Eckelman (2014).

The reasons for nodules’ lower GWP results include their rela-
tively low-energy-intensity collection phase, high ore grades (no
concentration step required), and ocean location enabling low-
footprint, ship-based transport to the onshore plant. The rela-
tively large GWP seen in nodules’ pyrometallurgical processing
phase is driven by coal-intensive reduction of oxides in the nod-
ules; the reduction step alone contributes nearly three-quarters of
the cradle-to-gate CO2e per kg of nodule processed, making it a
prime candidate for innovations that could reduce GWP (e.g., use of
low-carbon reductants).

GWP is sensitive to electricity source, and electricity can become
one of the largest contributors to GWP if there is heavy use of fossil
fuels in electricity grids. Nodules’ high energy requirements for
reduction are countered by the low impacts of hydropower. For
instance, a low GWP is seen in the refining phase, despite the



Fig. 4. Cradle-to-gate emissions comparison, land ores versus nodules (kg CO2e per kg metal).

Fig. 5. 0.313 kg CO2e released to produce metals from 1 kg of wet nodule.
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electricity requirements for copper electrowinning. The dominance
of hydropower in land ores’ cobalt processing may partially sup-
press its GWP as well, as a full global average would include non-
DRC plants that may not use hydropower. Land-based mining
often requires metallurgical plants to be located close to mines, as
low-grade metal ores, with their relatively high mass and low
value, cannot be economically shipped over long distances. This
constrains electricity inputs to local grids and frequently drives up
environmental impacts, wastes, and GWP. Nodule collectors’ flexi-
bility in placing metallurgical plants anywhere near a deep-water
port allows flexible access to hydropower or other renewables
and to byproduct end markets, structurally providing an environ-
mental advantage to be leveraged.
3.1.3. Static land-ore baseline versus nodules (1 billion EVs)
Scaling the as-is, per kg GWP results to the total metal needed

for 1 billion EVs yields a total static GWP value for each source: 1749
metric Mt CO2e for metals produced from land ores versus 445
metric Mt CO2e from nodules (Fig. 6), or a 1.3 metric Gt (�75%)
Fig. 6. Static GWP results (kg CO2e) for as-is land ore
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reduction. A mass-based sensitivity analysis shows lower GWPs for
both sources and roughly the same absolute differentiald1379
metric Mt CO2e for land ores and 139metricMt CO2e for nodules, or
a 1.2 metric Gt (�90%) reduction (Fig. 7). Note that this static case
assumes present-day ore grades, mineralogies, electricity mix, en-
ergy densities, and production path weights.

3.1.4. Baseline land-ores scenario versus nodules
Next, to understand how GWP may change with time, dynamic

LCSA results are examined. In the baseline scenario for land ores,
assuming status quo global policy trends, the negative impacts of
falling ore grades worsen the land GWP result. In comparison with
the static values given above, per kg GWPs for land-ore-based
nickel sulfate and copper cathode under the baseline dynamic
scenario increase by 8% and 14% respectively by 2047. As a result,
the overall GWP to produce battery metals and connectors for 1
billion EVs increases by 6% or 0.1 metric Gt CO2e to 1850 metric Mt
CO2e. Examining the total results from both sources (Fig. 8), the
GWP of producing metals for 1 billion EVs is 76% lower using
nodules (91% lower with mass-based allocation) compared to land
ores under the baseline dynamic scenario.

3.1.5. Green land-ores scenario versus nodules
The green scenario for land ores envisions an aggressive tran-

sition away from fossil fuels in the electricity mix time series, with
coal decreasing from 41% of electricity grid makeup in 2015 to 0% in
2050. This scenario materially and positively impacts GWP pro-
jections for land ores. Unlike in the baseline scenario, electricity-
mix benefits are several times larger than the negative impacts of
ore-grade declines. GWP values for individual metals in the base-
line decrease between �19% and �35% by 2047, with nickel seeing
s versus deep-sea nodulesdeconomic allocation.



Fig. 7. Static GWP results (kg CO2e) for as-is land ores versus deep-sea nodulesdmass-based allocation sensitivity test.

Fig. 8. Dynamic LCSA GWP results (metric Mt CO2e)dbaseline land-ores scenario versus nodules.

Fig. 9. Land-ores-based GWP improvement (kg CO2e) under green scenario. Shown are per kg GWP values for land ores, comparing 2017 as-is values with final 2047 green land-
ores-scenario values.

Fig. 10. Dynamic LCSA GWP results (metric Mt CO2e)dgreen land-ores scenario versus nodules.
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the greatest absolute impact improvement (Fig. 9). Even with this
benefit, the GWP for producing metals for 1 billion EVs is still 70%
lower using nodules (88% lower with mass-based allocation)
compared to land ores under the green dynamic scenario (Fig. 10).

3.1.6. Uncertainties in nodule results
There are several sources of potential variability in the nodule

results. First, technological and operational design choices in the
offshore collection stage may affect GWP, such as collector design,
collection processes, and bulk transport vessel processes. Energy
intensity and energy source (e.g., fuel type) used in offshore pro-
duction are expected to be key drivers of variability. Instead of
using the conventional marine fuels assumed in this paper, oper-
ators could elect to power offshore production with electrofuels
(e.g., ammonia produced using renewables), thereby dramatically
reducing the GWP of offshore operations. While some variability in
the offshore stage is anticipated, as examined in Heinrich et al.
(2020), the climate change impact of this stage is expected to be
small compared to onshore processing, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Second, metallurgical design choices determine precise material
and energy requirements: macroscopically, the choice of a hydro-
metallurgical or pyrometallurgical strategy can imply greater GWP-
impacting material or electricity requirements; microscopically,
final, detailed flow-sheet design and equipment can further drive
variability. This paper assumes a coal-intensive pyrometallurgical
processing (with coal use accounting for ~80% of the stage impacts)
with hydrometallurgical refining, and a flow sheet designed to
produce zero solid waste. Less energy-intensive processing path-
ways are possible (e.g., Cuprion, high-pressure acid leaching) and
would likely produce significantly lower GWP results. However,
these pathways also produce toxic tailings, leading to expanded
land use (higher disruption of carbon-sequestration services) and
the environmental requirement to manage tailings indefinitely.
Third, strategic choices relating to plant location and material
sourcing can directly and indirectly affect transport distances and
electricity mix, and hence GWP. Fourth, moving from design and
lab-scale tests to large-scale pilot and commercial-scale plants will
likely result in GWP reductions from further flow-sheet optimiza-
tions and from the reduction or replacement of carbon-rich con-
sumables. Studies by Hatch show that coal use could be reduced by
asmuch as 20%, or coal could be altogether replacedwith biochar or
renewable hydrogen; either would lead to a dramatic reduction of
the GWP of the processing phase. Model assumptions (e.g., dis-
tances, material and energy quantities, yields) can also increase in
precision as the system moves into commercial production. Fifth,
the LCA process relies on background data, which are proxies by
nature; small impact deviations are characteristic of any LCAmodel
as it leverages approximations built into the background database.

Results were therefore stress tested for sensitivities to specific
Ecoinvent item variants, foreground data geographies, and data-
base versions. In most cases, outcomes under tests varied by less
than 1e2%. Any components, materials, or phases involving oper-
ator choice and contributing high GWP sensitivity were assessed.
Two important sensitivities were identified: foreground electricity
mix and ship transport distance (both driven by plant location). On
the former, a substantial GWP increase based on the proportion of
operators not using a renewable electricity source is to be expected.
On the latter, shipping distances may deviate from the assumed
2000-km one-way trip. In Heinrich et al.’s (2020) offshore study,
key potential plant sites were located in Mexico (~1700 km), Can-
ada (~3700 km), and Cuba (~5100 km). As ship transport contrib-
uted 3% of GWP per kg of nodule in the present study, if plants are
located twice or three times as far, GWP would rise by 3% and 6%
respectively. Additionally, if nodules received the same dynamic
background-electricity-mix improvements as the green land-ores
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supply scenario, a further reduction of GWP would be seen. Since
only background electricity inputs change under this treatment,
use of hydropower for processing and refining is unaffected. Im-
provements of similar order as land ores’ green versus baseline
scenario differences may be expected, i.e., �22% to �32% metal-
specific, per kg GWP reductions in year 2047, or around �21% cu-
mulative reduction for 1 billion EVs.

3.1.7. Uncertainties in land-ore baseline
Uncertainty in the land-ore baseline manifests as four potential

deviation types: (1) accuracy of the selected production paths in
representing actual global contribution volumes for these specific
battery metals; (2) uncertainty in future weights for each included
production path (e.g., how will the percentage of Class 1 nickel
coming from laterites versus sulfides change over time?); (3) static
uncertainties arising from data quality of referenced literature and
of LCI add-ons; and (4) future uncertainties of two varietiesdde-
viations from the specified time-series scenarios (i.e., ore grade,
electricity mix, and energy efficiency), and GWP improvements in
land-ore averages via retrofits and new projects. Many of the above
uncertainties can nudge the answer in either direction.

To address the first, emphasis was placed on selecting produc-
tion paths relevant to producing battery-grademetals in the proper
format, using high-quality data. Rationale of selections and po-
tential deviations, such as the noted deviations for manganese,
have been mentioned and are further expanded upon in Supple-
mentary Data. For the second, while literature informed weight
selections, some assumptions about future production line shifts
were necessary. Sensitivity tests were performed on the weights,
allowing a �30% relative weight reduction on the dominant path
for each metal, or an increase of half its distance to 100%. This
yielded individual GWP deviations of �13% to þ4% (nickel), �11%
to þ26% (cobalt), �18% to þ25% (manganese), and �4% to þ8%
(copper), aggregating to a total GWP deviation range of �9%
toþ13% (1 billion EVs in the static case). For the third, uncertainties
provided by individual data sources are noted in Supplementary
Data and available in referenced literature. LCA data is also inher-
ently time lagged; quantified production process measurements
are often years behind current practices, so recent process im-
provements are often not reflected. For the fourth, it is certainly
likely that the future will deviate from either scenario studied. A
scenario approach allowed for assessment of a range of possible
futures and understanding of a relative magnitude range. Reducing
fossil fuel usage to 0% by 2050 seems unlikely, but individual op-
erations may improve environmental practices in tandem.

3.1.8. Interpretation
The differences seen between land-based and nodule-based

GWP results seem substantial and were robust to sensitivity ana-
lyses performed on the nodules model, Ecoinvent database version,
land-ore path weights, and LCA allocation method. The green land-
ores scenario considered a future in which aggressive improve-
ments have been made on a global scale, but the likely reality is
probably somewhere between the two scenarios. While the nod-
ules model assumed use of hydropower, future improvements in
background electricity mix were excluded, and these opposing
assumptions may have effects of similar scale. As more operation
instances are designed and operationalized, additional nodule
pathways can be modeled to deepen the literature, and the present
model may be refined once operational data become available.
Qualitative conclusions are not expected to change; notably, any
non-pyrometallurgy-based nodule paths exclude the largest
emissions driver seen in this study: coal-based reduction.

In the future, land-ore and nodule operations are anticipated to
adopt initiatives that reduce their respective GWP footprints. The
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nodule-mining industry is still in the exploration phase, and further
efficiencies are likely to be captured once it moves into commercial
production. Significant GWP reduction could be achieved if carbon-
neutral or carbon-negative alternatives to coal are considered, as
coal-based reduction drives much of the nodules’ impact when the
pyrometallurgical route is used. On land, global pressures contin-
ually incentivize land-ore operations to invest in environmental
improvements. Realistically, such improvements, along with un-
predictable disruptive process innovations, take extended periods
andmassive efforts to roll out on a global scale; as Hein et al. (2020)
note, it is far easier to adopt environmental best practices with a
new beginning than by retrofitting a massive global industry. GWP
may also further improve if new ore deposits with substantially
higher grades are discovered and exploited (although this would
not negate any negative ecological habitat and social impacts);
however, such discoveries are unpredictable, and the ore-grade
decline trend has been decades long without indication of a likely
change of course. Nodules furthermore have a structural environ-
mental advantage since four high-grade metals are found together
in one ore and no toxic levels of heavy metals are present. To
produce the same final metal amounts using land ores, three
different ores of lower and/or falling grades are needed, and amuch
larger overall mass of ore is exploited for the same metal output,
often accompanied by the need to manage toxic waste. Even under
an ideal scenario of industry-wide optimization of land-ore mining
and processing practices, these factors place an innate upward
pressure on impact.

3.2. Carbon sequestration results

3.2.1. Impact from land ores
3.2.1.1. Release of sequestered carbon. An average terrestrial organic
carbon content of 16,200 metric tons per square km (km2) was
calculated as the average of three estimation methods: (1) biome-
by-biome estimates from Trumper et al. (2009); (2) vegetation,
soil, and detritus organic carbon estimates by World Ocean Review
(2010); and (3) soil estimates by Zomer et al. (2017) plus vegetation
estimates by Erb et al. (2018), Lal (2004), and FAO (2010). In all
cases, land area used was the total land area of earth, 1.49Eþ08
(Wikipedia, 2019), minus 10% covered by glaciers and ice caps
(National Snow and Ice Data Center, 2020), equaling 1.34Eþ08 km2.
Next, using the land-ore baseline, the land competition indica-
tordincluding direct impacts from mine sites, processing and
refining sites, and roads, as well as indirect life cycle impacts from
material and energy usedwas estimated at 156,000 km2 to pro-
duce the metals for 1 billion EVs by 2047, including the effects of
ore-grade dynamics. Multiplying this average carbon content by
the land ores’ land requirement yielded 2.53 metric Gt of stored
carbon at risk. When exposed to air, oxidation plus microbial
metabolism can eventually convert that carbon to 9.3 metric Gt of
CO2. This is the estimated maximal risk for release of sequestered
carbon associated with metal production from land ores. Mining
risk to sequestered carbon on land can be somewhat reduced if
mines separate out and protect from the air some portion of the
removed soil or cut vegetation, through methods like stacking or
burial. Note that estimates of sequestered carbon may refer to
different soil depths (FAO, 2010). On land, depth can be to 1 m, and
terrestrial mining typically removes at least that amount.

3.2.1.2. Disruption of future carbon-sequestration services. Lu et al.
(2015) estimated the total net annual carbon-sequestration rate
for land ecosystems of the coterminous US to be 323 metric Mt per
year from 2001 to 2005, with forests contributing 97%. Given a
forested area of 3 million km2 and non-forested area of 4.65 million
km2 across the coterminous US, this yields an average of 104 metric
14
tons of carbon/km2 per year in forested areas and 2.1 metric tons of
carbon/km2 per year in non-forested areas. With 65,700 km2 of
forest and 90,400 km2 of non-forest comprising the 156,000 km2

LCIA land area to produce metals for 1 billion EVs from land ores,
the total carbon that could have been sequestered over 100 years
had mining not occurred would be 0.7 Gt of carbon, equivalent to
2.6 Gt of CO2. Looking globally, though not differentiating by terrain
type, Keenan and Williams (2018) estimated annual global terres-
trial carbon sequestration to be 3.61 metric Gt. Dividing this by the
global ice-free land area, 134 million km2, yields an average of 27
metric tons of carbon/km2 sequestered yearly. Applying this evenly
to the 156,000 km2 land area impacted by terrestrial mining for 1
billion EVs gives 0.42 metric Gt of carbon that could have been
sequestered over 100 years had mining not occurred, or 1.5 metric
Gt of CO2. The average of the two estimates is 0.56 metric Gt of
carbon, or 2.1 metric Gt of CO2. Note that, in Amazonian Brazil,
secondary forests around 60 years old contain just over 41% of the
average carbon compared to the nearest primary forests (Elias et al.,
2020). This regrowth data suggests that 100 years may be a
reasonable time frame for estimating the disruption of carbon-
sequestration services.

3.2.2. Impact from nodules
3.2.2.1. Release of sequestered carbon. The total sequestered carbon
at risk from three mechanisms considered for polymetallic nodules
is less than 0.6 metric Gt of CO2 for 1 billion EVs. Impacts from the
three mechanisms are described below.

3.2.2.1.1. Mechanism 1: Seabed disruption. The seabed footprint
from nodule collection for producing metals for 1 billion EVs is
calculated at 508,000 km2, allocating economically the metal re-
quirements as with the land estimate. Calculations assume an
average of 15 metric tons of wet nodules per km2 in the CCZ, metal
concentrations as surveyed by AMC Consultants (2019a), 85% col-
lector pickup efficiency in collection areas, and 15% of nodule fields
set aside by individual operators as no-take zones. Although the
disrupted seabed area is more than three times larger than the land
area disrupted bymetal production from land ores, the total carbon
at risk is lower because carbon concentrations in CCZ sediments are
on average at least an order of magnitude lower than in terrestrial
soil.

Despite its vast area, the global seabed surface contains up to 15
times less carbon than all vegetation and soil on land. Data from
World Ocean Review (2010) indicates that, globally,150metric Gt of
carbon are stored in 354 million km2 of seabed surface (424 metric
tons/km2), while 2300 metric Gt of carbon are stored in 130 million
km2 of vegetation, soil, and detritus on land (17,700 metric tons/
km2). Ciais et al. (2013) state a higher total value of 1750 metric Gt
for marine surface sediments, yielding a global average of 4940
metric tons/km2, still much lower than the average value for land.
Estimates of seafloor carbon are typically for 10e30 cm, slightly
higher than levels that could be disturbed during nodule collection
(currently expected at 10 cm or less). DeepGreen engineers antic-
ipate disturbance of only 5 cm of sediment underlying the nodule
layer; at best, analyzing 10 cm of sediment depth overstates the
amount of carbon disturbance expected and follows a precaution-
ary approach. The lower quantity of carbon in surface sediments
occurs in part because most carbon is metabolized in the water
column before it reaches the bottom, as microbes decompose
particles during their long voyage downward. As a result, the
amount of organic carbon stored per area within the top 10 cm of
CCZ abyssal sediments is far less than in terrestrial soil.

The percentage of carbon contained in CCZ sediment ranges
from 0.2% to 0.6% by weight, decreasing with depth and remaining
constant below 30 cm at<0.2% (Volz et al., 2018). Sediment samples
from the CCZ NORI Area D seafloor area averaged 1.17 g/cm3 wet
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weight; 0.31 g/cm3 dry weight; 0.49% carbon; and 151.9 g of total
organic carbon per square meter (151.9 metric tons/km2). In
contrast, soil carbon values in the Unified North American Soil Map
range from 0.87% to 51% (Liu et al., 2013). The median value for soil,
17%, is more than 300 times higher than for CCZ sediments. Scaling
this to the 508,000 km2 of allocated CCZ seafloor area to produce
metals for 1 billion EV batteries and connectors, disturbed to a
depth of 10 cm, the total sediment displaced would be 59.5 Gt wet
(15.8 Gt dry) and would contain 0.08 Gt of carbon.

Almost none of this 0.08 Gt of carbon sequestered in seabed
sediments suspended at 4e6 km depth can reach the sea surface
and the atmosphere. When sediments are disturbed, resulting
plumes are expected to rise no more than 100e200 m from the
seafloor, and 99% of the suspended material is expected to resettle
back to the bottomwithin one to twomonths and within 1e100 km
(Jones et al., 2017). If the residual 1% were to remain afloat indefi-
nitely, it could reach the surface and potentially the atmosphere
after decades or centuries of thermohaline circulation. The
maximum amount of carbon at risk of release is less than 1% of 0.08
metric Gt (less than 0.0008 metric Gt) of carbon, equivalent to <2.8
metric Mt of CO2, for 1 billion EVs.

Depending on the efficiency of sediment separation from nod-
ules in the seabed collection machine, small amounts of entrained
sediment may rise along with nodules and water to the surface,
then be discharged along with discharge water below the mixing
depth. These particles may move laterally with currents while
slowly sinking. While resettlement of such discharged sediment
would take longer, a similar conclusion applies and 99% is expected
to resettle over some timescale, albeit over a larger area, not
affecting the quantity of carbon at risk of release.

In sum, because seafloor carbon density is low, and because the
carbon has no known pathway for reaching the atmosphere other
than the ocean’s thermohaline circulation (centuries timescale) or
earth’s geological cycle (tens or hundreds of millions of years),
nodule collection is not expected to release significant amounts of
carbon sequestered in seabed sediments.

Responding to concerns (from, e.g. Greenpeace, 2019, and
Howard et al., 2020) that DSM could harm the global climate by
releasing carbon stored by the seafloor, an additional investigation
was undertaken to assess whether nodule collection on the CCZ
seafloor risks disturbing reservoirs of liquid or clathratemethane or
CO2. This appears unlikely. First, cold temperatures (~1.5 �C) and
intense ambient pressure in CCZ sediments (5700e8500 psi at
mining depth of 4000e6000 m) would keep such reservoirs intact
in liquid or solid form (see phase diagram in Fig. 1 of Girotra et al.,
2012). Second, the specific conditions in the CCZ are not associated
with the formation of such reservoirs, and no such reservoirs have
been found in the CCZ to date. Methane clathrates are typically
found in shallow-water sediments and under permafrost in polar
regions, and in deeper sediments along the margins of highly
productive continental slopes (USGS n.d.). Processes by which they
form are described by You et al. (2019) and typically require
anaerobic bacterial decomposition of organic matter. Surface wa-
ters overlying the CCZ seabed are nutrient poor with low primary
production, so insufficient amounts of organic matter reach the
bottom to support large accumulations of methane. Furthermore,
surface sediments are fine-grain clay, which typically supports only
diffuse and dilute clathrate formation (You et al., 2019). Finally, CCZ
sediments are oxic to at least 2m, so anymethane clathrate that did
form would be below that level and would not be disturbed by
nodule collection, which is limited to the top 10 cm. Both methane
and carbon dioxide clathrates are also found in association with
hydrothermal vents and cold seeps (Hester and Brewer, 2009; Levin
et al., 2016), which are not known to occur in the CCZ. Therefore, it
seems very unlikely that either methane or carbon dioxide
15
clathrate reservoirs occur in the CCZ or would be disturbed by
nodule collection there.

3.2.2.1.2. Mechanism 2: Riser water. The second possible
pathway of release of previously sequestered carbon arises from
cold, pressurized seawater being pumped to the surface. To lift
nodules to the surface, large volumes of seawater are sourced from
below the carbonate compensation depth, where solid carbonate is
dissolved into seawater under pressure. During its trip to the sur-
face, deep seawater gets depressurized and warmed, and could
release some CO2 to the atmosphere while exposed to air bubbles
for 545 s or less during the final 2500 m of ascent, and then to
ambient air for another 300 s in the hold of the surface-production
vessel.

Airlift raises approximately five times as much water as nodule
mass; lifting 6.4 million metric tons of wet nodules per year would
require ~32 million cubic meters of deep seawater. Under the
extreme case where the deep seawater is fully equilibrated with
present-day atmospheric CO2, the resulting dissolved inorganic
carbon quantity becomes ~2220 mmol/kg, or a change of ~120 mmol/
kg. This assumes deep tropical water (0e20�N, ~4 �C) containing
dissolved inorganic carbon of ~2340 mmol/kg, alkalinity of
~2380 mmol/kg seawater, and surface water containing an esti-
mated pCO2 of ~910 matm, or 985 matm if thewaterwarms from1 �C
to 6 �C during its upward passage and brief stay within the hold of
the surface ship. Assuming a pumping rate of ~1 cubic meter per
second, the maximum annual CO2 release to the atmosphere would
be 3.84 � 106 mol CO2 or 170 metric tons of CO2 for a 6.4 million
wet metric ton operation per year. This translates to about 27 g of
CO2 release into the atmosphere per wet metric ton of nodules.
Allocating this release economically and scaling up to 1 billion EVs
yields a total maximum release of 0.00015 Gt of CO2 from riser
water. To put this number into context, nodules’ potential carbon-
sequestration impact via this method is less than 0.1% of the total
life cycle CO2e emissions discussed earlier in the section on GWP.

The realistic release to the atmosphere would likely be much
lower because the kinetics of gas/water exchange are slow. Only a
negligible amount of the dissolved inorganic carbon is in the form
of aqueous CO2 gas that can be directly exchanged between water
and air. Because of this, CO2 gas exchange is roughly an order of
magnitude slower than that of other gases like O2 and N2; time-
scales for mixed-layer gas exchange with the atmosphere from
wind-driven turbulence and bubbles are typically on the order of
months. The oceanographic community has developed special
equilibrators, with seawater showers mixing with air to measure
surface-ocean CO2 levels; these equilibrators have e-folding time-
scales of roughly 30 min (e-folding, often used as the timescale
characterizing a process evolving toward equilibrium, refers to the
time interval in which an exponentially growing quantity increases
by a factor of e). A number of engineering techniques could further
reduce the CO2/atmosphere exchange during the few minutes that
water resides in the ship’s hold, including: (1) limiting the ratio of
airewater surface area to seawater volume, (2) limiting formation
of bubbles that enhance gas exchange, and (3) limiting the turbu-
lence on the water side (CO2 airewater exchange is limited by
water-side turbulence because the solubility of CO2 inwater is low).
Notably, if the seawater’s time in the ship’s hold extends signifi-
cantly beyond 5 min, it would become necessary to consider
chemical equilibration timescales of the hydrolysis reaction be-
tween aqueous CO2 and the larger inorganic CO2 pool.

After nodule separation, seawater is pumped out of the collec-
tion ship’s hold and injected back into the ocean in mid-water, at a
depth below the euphotic zone and below the oxygen minimum
layer. Any excess CO2 contained in this returned seawater would
later be released into the atmosphere at the ocean ventilation rate.
The lack of any chlorofluorocarbons in water below 1000 m as well
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as radiocarbon D14C values below �180 indicate that the water is
quite old; ventilation rates are over 100 years. Any CO2 release
would therefore presumably occur well after substantial reductions
in anthropogenic emissions had been accomplished.

Having considered all of the above dynamics, the calculations
indicate that CO2 release from riser water does not present a serious
climate change impact risk for nodule collection.

3.2.2.1.3. Mechanism 3: Land disruption. Using the nodules LCA
model and SimaPro, 9800 km2 are computed for the land compe-
tition indicator. Applying the same average carbon content yields
0.16 metric Gt of stored carbon at risk, or a maximal risk of 0.58
metric Gt of CO2 released. Of this amount, note that 0.54 metric Gt
are attributable to onshore processing, while only 0.04 metric Gt
are attributable to indirect material and energy contributions for
offshore collection and nodules transport to shore.

3.2.2.2. Disruption of future carbon-sequestration services.
Possible harm to future sequestration of carbon could result from
nodule collection if sediment disturbance compromises the rate at
which abyssobenthic bacteria assimilate dissolved inorganic car-
bon. Research by Sweetman et al. (2018) suggests that, contrary to
earlier understanding, abyssobenthic bacteria, rather than macro-
fauna, could be principally responsible for most carbon cycling on
the CCZ abyssal seafloor. The two carbon-cycling processes per-
formed by abyssobenthic bacteriadconsuming and metabolizing
phytodetritus and directly converting dissolved inorganic carbon
(CO2) into biomass by a still-unknown chemosynthetic method-
dhad statistically indistinguishable rates.

The impact of nodule collection on the carbon-cycling functions
performed by benthic bacteria is yet unclear. Bacteria living in the
sediment will likely survive nodule collection and dispersal of
sediment plumes, but bacteria transported to the surface in riser
water will likely die as a result of lysis caused by changes in pres-
sure and temperature (Hall et al., 2007). Additionally, if abysso-
benthic bacteria require a particular spatial or structural
organization to carry out their carbon-cycling functionsdfor
example, if they need to be in an assembled layer or in contact with
other organisms in some mutualistic waysdthen nodule collection
could disrupt their function. The mechanics, scale, and duration of
these potential impacts are still unclear. Initial plowing in 1989 at
the disturbance and recolonization experiment in the Peru Basin
nodule field probably reduced microbial cell numbers by 50%.
Twenty-six years later, the biodiversity of the microbial community
was unaffected, but cell numbers were still 30% lower than pre-
disturbance, leading (Vonnahme et al., 2020) to suggest that
more than 50 years would be needed before biogeochemical
functions returned, and that recovery could take longer in other
areas with lower primary productivity, such as the CCZ.

As part of environmental-impact assessment studies required
by the ISA prior to any applications for commercial exploitation of
nodules, Sweetman and colleagues will carry out several years of in
situ experiments in the CCZ, using respirometers and 13C-labeled
algae and CO2 to quantify the amount of phytodetritus and CO2
fixed by bacteria and archaea, the amount of bacteria grazed by
fauna, and the role of bacteria as a food source for grazing or deposit
feeding meiofauna, macrofauna, and megafauna. Experiments will
also explore how quickly bacterial functions may recover after
disturbance caused by nodule collection. If these studies confirm
Sweetman et al.’s (2018) initial findings that bacteria provide
approximately half of abyssobenthic carbon through chemosyn-
thetic fixation of dissolved CO2, future carbon-sequestration ser-
vices in the disturbed area may be substantially reduced during the
time needed for recovery of full bacterial function.

To understand what could be at stake, and with Vonnahme
et al.’s (2020) results in mind, assume that all abyssobenthic
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bacteria living on the 508,000 km2 area cease performing their two
carbon-cycling functions for 100 years. The flux of phytodetrital
particulate organic matter (POM) continues falling to the CCZ
bottom at the current rate (1 g of carbon/m2 per year) but is not
metabolized by bacteria. This carbon would remain in situ, with no
method of reaching the atmosphere other than through a timescale
of hundreds of millions of years of crustal-plate subduction, hence
having a negligible effect on carbon sequestration. Additionally, in
this scenario bacteria are no longer removing dissolved inorganic
carbon from seawater. Sweetman et al. (2018) hypothesize that
abyssobenthic bacteria assimilate inorganic carbon (e.g., CO2) at a
rate equivalent to about 50% (range 31e57%) of the incoming POM.
Those bacteria would normally sequester ~0.5 g of carbon/m2 from
seawater annually, or 0.025 metric Gt over 100 years. Without their
function, this carbon would remain in the water column, creating a
slightly “carbon-enriched” deep seawater. However, slightly
carbon-enriched deep seawater would not slow oceanic absorption
of atmospheric CO2 for long, since CO2 is only absorbed from the
atmosphere at the ocean surface, or 4e6 km above the CCZ seafloor.
It would take centuries or millennia for the slightly carbon-
enriched deep water to reach the surface via thermohaline circu-
lation. The resulting retardation in the rate of oceanic absorption of
CO2 would be relatively miniscule. Still, under this extreme sce-
nario of obliterated carbon-sequestration function for 100 years in
all seabed areas impacted by nodule collection, 0.025 metric Gt of
carbon, equivalent to 0.09 metric Gt of CO2, would not be
sequestered.

In the face of uncertainty around abyssobenthic carbon cycling,
it is important to understand the global significance of this po-
tential disruption of future carbon-sequestration services. The area
of the CCZ currently under exploration contracts is 1.2 million km2,
with another 1.44 million km2 set aside by the ISA into areas under
environmental protection (ISA, 2019). The total area being explored
for polymetallic nodules in the CCZ represents 0.4% of the overall
area of oceanic abyssal sediments of 270 million km2. The allocated
seabed area needed to supply the base metals for producing 1
billion EV batteries is 0.5 million km2 or 0.2% of global abyssal
sediments. If nodule collection severely disrupted the carbon-
cycling services provided by abyssobenthic bacteria, it would
likely impact 0.2% of the global service capacity.

Finally, the same land procedure is applied to nodules’ 9800 km2

LCIA land footprint. This area includes indirect contributions from
offshore material production, but the overwhelming contribution
comes from onshore processing. This land area results in an addi-
tional 0.04 metric Gt of carbon (0.15 metric Gt of CO2), for a total of
0.065 metric Gt of carbon (0.24 metric Gt of CO2) not sequestered
over a 100-year period due to nodule collection and processing.
Notably, the sequestration disruption attributable to nodules’
relatively small land footprintdwhich is primarily from onshore
processingdappears greater than the total disruption in the sea:
over 60% of the total 0.065 metric Gt of disrupted carbon is
attributable to the 9800 km2 LCIA land area.

3.2.3. Uncertainties in carbon-sequestration impact estimates
For land ores, uncertainty in the carbon-sequestration analysis

primarily arises from the use of globally averaged data. Without a
granular database documenting localized data associated with
mining projectsdsuch as soil and vegetation carbon content, razed
forests, and as-implemented impact-mitigation strat-
egiesdattaining a precise answer is challenging, and high-level
estimation methodologies need to be used. The carbon released
could somewhat lessen if there is widespread adoption of soil-
burial practices, in which topsoil is carefully excavated and stored
to reduce carbon loss and preserve microflora, soil invertebrates,
and soil health for later use in site reclamation (Brown et al., 2008),



Table 7
Carbon-sequestration services performed over 100 years by land and seabed foot-
prints that would be disrupted by metal production for 1 billion EVs.

Footprint type
Carbon sequestered over 100 years (metric Mt CO2)

Land ores Nodules

Land 2060 151
Seabed 0 93
Total 2060 244
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or if dead wood or fresh vegetation cut during land clearing can be
buried in trenches or stored long term, such that decomposition
and carbon loss is substantially reduced for very long periods (Zeng,
2008). Brown et al.’s (2008) study takenwith Trumper et al. (2009)
suggests soil could otherwise take 700 years to fully regain its
original carbon content. The time frame for restoration of affected
services if left unremediated is also a topic for further study; the
100-year scenario was based on an assumption of active and full
restoration of sites, but execution is known to be inconsistent
across the industry.

For nodules’ riser-water impact, some uncertainty exists about
temperature gradients during the water’s journey, exposure time,
and exposure volumes. Design impacts may vary by final specifi-
cations of the collector vehicles, riser pipe, and off-loading pro-
cesses. If water’s exposure to air varies from assumptions by a
significant amount, e.g., an order of magnitude, then additional
dynamics might come into play. To test the sensitivity to riser-
water temperature increases, the United States Geological Sur-
vey’s CO2calc program (Robbins et al., 2010) was used with the
same seawater chemistry and operational-system parameters but
varying the temperature differentials from 6 �C to 12 �C. The annual
CO2 flux increased by up to 38% under the extreme case. Such
variations in riser-water-driven impact are still dwarfed by seafloor
disruption and the land-footprint contribution. For nodules’
seafloor-disruption impact, uncertainty arises primarily in under-
standing abyssobenthic bacterial regrowth dynamics, particularly
the timelines and asymptotic restoration properties. Ongoing
environmental-impact assessment studies will provide more data
on this question.

3.2.4. Carbon-sequestration impact summary
The GWP impact differences we saw earlier, however significant,

are dwarfed by the much larger potential impact differences on
carbon-sequestration cycles, driven primarily by land trans-
formation. The findings suggest that nodule collection and pro-
cessing operations are unlikely to release substantial amounts of
already-sequestered carbon into the atmosphere. Amounts at risk
of release are an order of magnitude lower compared to land-ore
mining methods and are almost entirely attributable to the land
footprint of processing nodules onshore (Table 6). Assuming no
recovery of vegetation on mined land and no recovery of chemo-
synthetic bacterial flora on the CCZ seafloor for 100 years, the
amount of carbon-sequestration service sacrificed to make metals
for 1 billion EVs would be eight times higher using land mining
compared to nodules (Table 7). Impacts would be equivalent if all
chemosynthetic bacterial flora on the CCZ seafloor did not recover
for 2000 years, which is highly unlikely given the abundance of
abyssobenthic bacteria in deep-sea sediments, pore water, and left-
behind nodule cover, as well as suspended in water.

4. Conclusion and future prospects

Avoiding catastrophic effects of climate change requires the
Table 6
Estimated sequestered carbon potentially at risk of release when producing metals
for 1 billion EVs.

Mechanism for releasing sequestered carbon
Carbon at risk (metric Mt CO2)

Land ores Nodules

Mechanism 1: Seabed disruption 0 2.8
Mechanism 2: Riser water 0 0.15
Mechanism 3: Land disruption 9300 580
Total 9300 583
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planet to transition to a renewable-energy infrastructure. Con-
structing that infrastructure requires a substantial increase inmetal
supplies, prompting a new wave of exploration worldwide. Recy-
cling and circular-economy approaches should be pursued
aggressively, but it is infeasible to fully rely on them in the short
term, as they are unlikely to meet the full demand prospects of
green-technology upscaling needed to meet the Paris Agreement’s
emissions-reduction targets (Ali et al., 2017). As an alternative to
expanding the supply of ores from traditional mines on land to
meet this demand, seabed mineral resources deserve attention,
particularly given the upcoming development of regulations by the
ISA under the UNCLOS (Sovacool et al., 2020). Consonant with
global goals for sustainability (UN, 2015), in determining the choice
of mineral supply, all stakeholders, including manufacturers, con-
sumers, and governments, should consider the environmental and
social consequences of extraction, in tandem with economic
considerations.

Here, a comprehensive comparative analysis of climate change
impacts showed a substantially lower footprint when using nod-
ules. Conscious of the numerous uncertainties in key technologies
being developed for carbon mitigation in mineral production, an
aggressive, global-grid decarbonization scenario was built into the
analysis. Even in that possible future, this study’s results imply that
deep-sea polymetallic nodules, if properly managed with appro-
priate governance safeguards, have the potential for delivering a
much cleaner source of key technology metals than land ores.

The next step is to consider sustainability impacts more broadly,
such as waste, impacts on water sources, and social impacts. The
use of polymetallic nodules in fact could reduce the production of
wastes, tailings, dusts, and associated pollution of land, water, and
air; substantially reduce freshwater use; substantially reduce hu-
man fatalities, injuries, and health effects associated with tradi-
tional open-pit and underground mining as well as tailings-dam
collapses; avoid harming indigenous cultures; and avoid child labor
(Paulikas et al., 2020). A separate question is whether a new supply
of nodule-derived metals could indirectly impact aggregate metal
consumption, nudge investments in recycling technology and
infrastructure, or have policy externalities. Such determinations
should be weighed in tandem with the social and environmental
benefits of using nodules. Sourcing battery metals from oceanic
nodules would not likely replace all terrestrial mining for nickel,
cobalt, manganese, and copper, but it could retard the spread of
mining into virgin areas and depress production of the lowest-
grade ores, which typically have the highest social and environ-
mental impacts.

Future studies may expand upon these results by modeling
additional representative metallurgical pathways for nodule pro-
cessing since it is the dominant GWP-contributing phase, and
adding data refinements once nodule-processing designs are
finalized and operational data become available. The land-ore
baseline should also be updated as new studies of relevant path-
ways become available. Any future analyses may be aided signifi-
cantly if the land-ore mining industry assembled databases for a
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representative sample of mines, from various climate and ecolog-
ical regions, detailing estimates of the amount of land cleared,
carbon contents of cleared soil and vegetation, strategies employed
(if any) to reduce loss of sequestered carbon, and results over time
of the implemented strategies. Such data would help future re-
searchers reduce reliance on coarse data and assumptions, enabling
computation of increasingly accurate estimates of the climate ef-
fects of mining. Such databases detailing strategies and results of
emissions-reduction efforts would be important demonstrations of
industrial progress toward global agreements on climate mitiga-
tion. Similarly, DSM companies should be charged with providing
data on the climate effects of their activities if commercial exploi-
tation occurs. Operators are encouraged to baseline their own im-
pacts, and to make environmentally conscious choices that drive
down impact; they should also consider imposing renewable-
electricity access as a chief plant-site selection criterion. Indus-
trial purchasers of battery metals should consider the land-ores
versus nodule results, as well as review individual contractors’
impact baselines, when setting their supply-chain strategies. By
following a rigorous life cycle analysis approach, better-informed
decisions about cleaner production methods can be achieved.
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ANL Argonne National Laboratory
CCZ Clarion Clipperton Zone
CI Cobalt Institute
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CML Centrum voor Milieuwetenschappen (Institute of
Environmental Sciences)

Co cobalt
CO2 carbon dioxide
CO2e CO2 equivalent
Cu copper
DRC Democratic Republic of the Congo
EMM electrolytic manganese metal
EV electric vehicle
GEO Global Environmental Outlook
Gt gigaton
GWP global warming potential
IEA International Energy Agency
IPCC International Panel on Climate Change
ISA International Seabed Authority
kg kilogram
km kilometer
LCA life cycle assessment
LCI life cycle inventory
LCIA life cycle impact assessment
LCSA life cycle sustainability assessment
Ni nickel
Mn manganese
Mt megaton
NH4 ammonium
POM particulate organic matter
SiMn silicomanganese
SO4 sulfate
UN United Nations
UNCLOS United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme
USGS United States Geological Survey
WEO World Energy Outlook
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